
Summary 
 
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) proposes to restrict the use 
of hand-held mobile telephones by drivers of commercial motor vehicles (CMVs) while 
operating in interstate commerce. The Agency proposes new driver disqualification 
sanctions for interstate drivers of CMVs who incur multiple violations of this Federal 
restriction and new driver disqualification sanctions for commercial driver’s license 
(CDL) holders who have multiple convictions for violating a State traffic law that 
restricts the use of hand-held mobile telephones. Additionally, interstate motor carriers 
would be prohibited from requiring or allowing drivers of CMVs to engage in the use of a 
hand-held mobile telephone while operating in interstate commerce. This rulemaking 
would improve safety on the Nation’s highways by reducing the prevalence of distracted 
driving-related crashes, fatalities, and injuries involving drivers of CMVs. 
 
What does FMCSA’s proposed rule do? 
 
Answer:  FMCSA’s proposed rule would prohibit a CMV driver from reaching for, 
holding, or dialing a mobile telephone in order to conduct a voice communication while 
driving.   CMV drivers would be allowed to use mobile telephones  equipped or 
configured for hands-free operation. .  
 
The proposed rule provides for driver disqualification penalties for interstate drivers 
convicted of multiple violations of the Federal restriction within a three-year period.  
FMCSA may assess federal civil penalties of up to $2,750 for each offense against 
drivers violating the proposed rule and may also assess federal civil penalties of up to 
$11,000 against employers who require or allow drivers to violate the rule. In addition, 
the proposed rule provides for driver disqualification penalties for commercial driver’s 
license (CDL) drivers who are convicted, within a three-year period, of multiple 
violations of applicable State traffic laws concerning use of a mobile telephone while 
driving.    
 
How many truck and bus drivers would be covered by the rule? 
 
Answer:  FMCSA’s proposed rule would cover interstate truck and bus drivers subject to 
the Agency’s Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, which include approximately 4 
million interstate drivers.  The addition of the mobile phone restriction to the list of CDL 
disqualifying offenses would apply to all CMV drivers, including Federal, State, and 
local government employees (including school bus drivers) who are required to hold 
CDLs.  That means the proposed rule would also affect a few million intrastate CDL 
drivers if they are convicted of multiple violations of State or local traffic laws 
concerning mobile telephone use.    
 
What is FMCSA’s definition of mobile telephone and using a hand-held mobile 
telephone? 
 



Answer:  Mobile telephone means a mobile communication device that falls under or 
uses any commercial mobile radio service, as defined in regulations of the Federal 
Communications Commission, 47 CFR 20.3.  
 
FMCSA’s proposed rule defines using a hand-held mobile telephone as using at least one 
hand to reach for, dial or hold a mobile telephone to conduct a voice communication.  
 
Does this proposed rule affect the use of citizens band radios? 
 
Answer: No, it does not include citizens band radios. 
 
Does this proposed rule affect the texting regulation? 
 
Answer: Yes, it would remove the dialing exception from the definition of texting. 
 
Are States required to adopt mobile telephone rules? 
 
Answer: States that receive Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP) grants 
from FMCSA are required to adopt and enforce compatible rules applicable to both 
interstate and intrastate CMV drivers.  The MCSAP is a grant program authorized by 
Congress to encourage the States to adopt and enforce motor carrier safety and hazardous 
materials safety regulations compatible with those issued by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation.  One of the eligibility requirements is for the States to adopt compatible 
rules within 3 years of FMCSA issuing a final rule. Therefore, States would be required 
to adopt compatible rules within 3 years of the publication of a final rule.   
With regard to the CDL provision of the proposed rule, States are NOT required to adopt 
new traffic laws 
 
How long is the comment period for this proposed rule? 
 
FMCSA will be accepting both initial comments and reply comments in response to this 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM). Send your initial comments on or before 
60 days after the NPRM is published in the Federal Register. Initial comments may 
address any issue raised in the NPRM and the background documents in the docket (e.g., 
regulatory evaluation, studies, environmental assessment, etc.).  In order to allow 
sufficient opportunity for interested parties to prepare and submit any reply comments, 
late-filed initial comments will not be considered. Reply comments must be made on or 
before 90 days after the NPRM is published in the Federal Register.  They must address 
only matters raised in initial comments and must not be used to present new arguments, 
contentions, or factual materials that are not responsive to the initial comments.  


